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DAY SEVEN 
 

YOUR INTENTION 
 

I invite you to continue re-write your sacred intention for this course.  
Keep it in your mind and on your heart as you bring it to life.  

 
THOUGHTS BECOME THINGS 

 
Our thoughts create our reality. The messages that replay in our unconscious 
mind over and over and over again are what we continue to manifest and create 
in our lives, even when we know all of this other stuff.  
 
Albert Einstein said “There are only two ways to live your life. One is as though 
nothing is a miracle. The other is as though everything is”. His words are etched 
into my heart and I consciously strive to see the miracles and blessings in 
everything that happens in my life AND business.  
 
When we shift away from victim energy and step into our power and our 
sacredness, we understand that there is absolutely nothing in our lives that is not 
serving us in some way. If it’s not working for you and you’re not feeling good 
about the way your life, business or finances are going…then it just means 
something’s got to change. The way you are living your life right now is the 
magic formula for creating exactly what you have right now. If you want to 
create something different, you simply need to choose a different formula.  
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MIRACLES ABOUND 

 
As we begin to see the miracles and blessings around us and consciously 
choose to bring them to the light, we start to notice more and more of them.  Use 
the space below to reflect on some of the miracles and blessings that have 
already happened in your life. Noticing these is one of the first steps to creating a 
shift in your thoughts. When we can see the miracles and blessings…we can 
come to an authentic place of gratitude and love and that is the birthplace of 
dreams.  
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SOUL INSPIRED CHALLENGE 
 
Explore the work of Byron Katie. I walked you through the process in the audio 
training for today and here are the steps, mapped out for you.  You can also click 
the link to go directly to the page of Byron Katie and use her worksheets instead.  
 
 

JUDGMENTS, NEGATIVE BELIEFS OR THOUGHTS  
That are causing suffering, sadness, frustration or overwhelm for you right now.  

List as many as you can think of.  
Then, rate them each on a scale of 1-10, with 10 being the most upsetting ones. 

Do The Work on the highest rated ones first.   
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THE WORK  
 
THOUGHT/BELIEF/JUDGMENT 
 
Examples: My husband doesn’t love me.  My mother is full of resentment.  She 
doesn’t think I’m good enough.  My son never listens to me.  
 

 
IS THAT TRUE?  
 
It doesn’t matter if the answer is yes or no, just ask yourself if it’s true and write 
down your response.  
 

 
DO YOU ABSOLUTELY KNOW IT’S TRUE?  
 
It doesn’t matter if the answer is yes or no, just ask yourself if you can absolutely 
know with 100% certainty that your thought or belief is true and write down your 
response.  
 

HOW DO YOU FEEL WHEN YOU BELIEVE THAT THOUGHT?  
 
Notice your emotions but also how you feel in your body. Try to notice every 
detail and tap into it. Write it all down.  
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WHO WOULD YOU BE WITHOUT THAT THOUGHT?  
 
Notice how you would feel if that thought didn’t exist. What would you feel in your 
body, what emotions would you be aware of?  

 
Do The Work to turn it around.  
 
THE FIRST TURN AROUND.  
 
Look at your belief and see what it would be if it were the exact opposite.  
 
Examples: My husband DOES love me.  My mother ISN’T full of resentment.  
She DOES think I’m good enough.  My son DOES listen to me. 

IS THAT TRUE, OR TRUER?  
 
It doesn’t matter if the answer is yes or no, just tune in and ask yourself if 
there is any truth to this first turn around.  
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IF IT FEELS TRUE, OR TRUER…LIST EXAMPLES OF HOW IT IS TRUE. 
 
Example 1: My husband supports me in following my dreams.  He went out of his 
way to bring me home a chai latte last week.  He wakes up early with our son 
every morning. He wrote me the most beautiful card for my birthday.  He does 
what I ask of him without complaining or questioning me, most of the time.  

 
THE SECOND TURN AROUND 
 
Look at your belief and see what it would be if you took the other person out of it 
and switched their name with yours.  
 
Examples: I don’t love me…or I don’t love my husband.  I am full of resentment.  
I don’t think I’m good enough…or I don’t think she’s good enough.  I don’t listen 
to my son…or….I don’t listen to me.  
 

 
IS THAT TRUE, OR TRUER?  
 
It doesn’t matter if the answer is yes or no, just tune in and ask yourself if there is 
any truth to this first turn around.  
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IF IT FEELS TRUE, OR TRUER…LIST EXAMPLES OF HOW IT IS TRUE. 
 
Example 1: I haven’t been treating myself very loving lately. I don’t take good 
care of my body. I have been ignoring my intuition. I talk to myself unkindly. I put 
myself down all the time.  
 
 

 
THE HEALING TURN AROUND 
 
Look at your belief and see what turn around inspires action and healing within 
you. What turn around feels like a new belief that you are ready and willing to 
install, an affirmation that your heart is open to saying every day and manifesting.  
 
Example1: I love and care for myself and my husband with my whole heart. I 
nurture and nourish my relationship with him and with my own beautiful self every 
single day.   
 
Example 2: I open my heart to forgiveness and compassion.  
 
Example 3: I am enough. I am so much more than enough. I love and accept 
myself and shower myself with kindness.  
 
Example 4: I always listen to my intuition and inner knowing and trust it. There is 
time to play with my son, to listen to what he’s telling me, to step away from work 
and just have fun. I have more than enough time for all that matters to me most.  
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Stay in the energy of curiosity and simply be open to explore what comes up.  
 
Know that you don’t have to let go of your old beliefs, you can keep them. Going 
through this process won’t always create an instant shift, but it’s bringing what 
was unconscious into your awareness and that is a massive part of healing, 
shifting and transforming all past wounding and negative beliefs.  
 
These exercises will open you up to abundance in powerful new ways and align 
you even more fully with your soul’s path.  

 
 

CONSCIOUS LANGUAGE  
 
Your mission today is to become the observer of your language and thoughts. I 
invite you to notice every detail. You have the opportunity to turn around any 
thoughts, reactions or responses that are not serving you and supporting you in 
creating your dreams, turn around anything that is lowering your vibration in any 
way.   
 
The idea of a turn around isn’t to deny the truth of any particular thought…it’s to 
consciously choose something different moving forward. Consciously choosing to 
install a different experience.  Any negative thought, any negative reaction or 
judgment that comes up for you – catch it and turn it around…find the blessing, 
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assume that it is a miracle.  If you can’t find the blessing…know that there IS a 
blessing and it is happening for you, not to you…feel it, express it, release it and 
transform it. Shift into a higher vibration more and more quickly each time. If 
you’re feeling really stuck around it or you just can’t seem to shift it, do the Byron 
Katie work around it and go through that whole process. If you can shift it 
temporarily but it comes back again frequently, that is good confirmation that 
there is a need to do the deeper work around it – take it through the Byron Katie 
Work and then see what happens.  
 
Today your job is to find a positive in every situation. If you catch yourself 
complaining…that is one of the lowest vibrations there is. If you’re complaining 
about something you’re feeling…feel it, express it, release it and then transform 
it.  If you’re complaining about something that happened to you, get out of victim 
mode and find the blessing, find the miracle. If you’re complaining about 
something that you always tend to complain about, start looking for solutions 
instead. If you’re complaining about someone else, look at how what you are 
complaining about in them is also within you…what are they mirroring to you and 
what do you need to do so that you aren’t so triggered by it.  
 
Imagine that I touch your hand when you have a bad burn on it…it would trigger 
you immediately, you would pull your hand away, you might be angry at me, you 
might blame me and get mad at me, you might think I did it on purpose. You 
might tell people about it and build a story around it. You might really step into 
that victim mentality about it…"everyone is always touching my hand, I always 
get hurt, people don’t love me, the universe is against me."  
 
Now imagine that I touch your hand and there is no burn on it. It wouldn’t trigger 
you at all, you might even think it’s nice. You probably wouldn’t pull your hand 
away, you might even smile or give my hand a friendly squeeze. There is no 
wounding there. I’m not triggering you. When we heal our wounding, people can 
say things to us and act the way they act and it doesn’t bother us in the same 
way…it's no longer charged and so we may not even really notice it anymore, 
because we’ve healed our parts. When we notice it, it’s because we still have 
healing to do around it. It’s not just there to torture us and drive us crazy, it’s 
serving us in some way…so turn it around and see what is there...what lessons, 
what messages, what healing opportunities, what opportunities for courage and 
transformation. 
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Here are some examples that I made up to give you some ideas: 
 
1. I can’t sleep, my mind is racing. I am starting to feel anxious, I have to 
wake up early tomorrow, why is this happening? I’m so frustrated!  
 
I turn it around.  
 
I look within and ask myself, why is my spirit at unrest? What is weighing on my 
mind? What can I do to support sleep? Is there something that I am willing to 
surrender and hand up to the divine.  
 
I write out everything that is going through my mind, I take some magnesium, I 
take a bath, I look for solutions and then I explore (either tonight or tomorrow)...if 
this is happening for me, what might the reason be...what is my body trying to 
communicate?  
 
2. I was up all night with my little boy and the next day I realize I am tired 
and feeling frustrated, feeling angry and grumpy.  
 
I can write the day off. Spend the day feeling upset about it and talking about it to 
everyone who will listen. OR. I can turn it around.  
 
I acknowledge that I feel tired and I plan a time to rest or take some extra time 
today to relax or nourish. I hold myself in the light of compassion. It’s not always 
easy being a mama. I honour myself for how hard I work, for how much I’ve 
gotten done considering it’s been a long time since I’ve had a really good sleep. I 
decide I am worthy of having support. I search for solutions instead of allowing 
myself to dwell in the judgment that this has happened TO me. I ask the 
divine…’please show me the blessings and help me understand how to shift it 
and transform this’.   
 
3. My friend tells me she just had her first 6 figure year and it’s only March. 
I am very happy for her, but to be fully honest, I’m sad for myself. I’m 
feeling frustrated, not good enough. In my mind I’m thinking..."good things 
always happen to her, why can’t I do that?" Then I start thinking that I’m 
always going to have to struggle financially and it spirals downwards.  
 
I turn it around.  
 
WOW! That is SO inspiring! If my friend can do it, I know I can do it too! I realize 
that the jealousy is simply a sign that this is something I desire in my life too, so 
instead of staying in the jealousy and being a victim about it I’m going to choose 
to take inspired action and change what I’m doing or step it up so that I can 
create this in my life too! If I am seeing HER do this, it must mean that *I* can do 
this too - and that is exciting! I'm so grateful to her for showing me what is 
possible and inspiring me to step things up in my life and business!  
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4. I'm late for an appointment, I stub my toe, I’m dripping with sweat and I’m 
feeling overwhelmed! I’m so angry at myself for being late. I tell myself I'm 
so stupid for not seeing that chair leg and curse my husband for moving 
the chair in the first place. I’m angry that I’m so hot and I feel it’s because 
I’m carrying some extra weight. It turns into a downward spiral and I’m a 
puddle of tears. Life is so hard, I can’t do anything right, I am a mess.  
 
I turn it around.   
 
What are the blessings in this? What are the messages? Is it time to slow down? 
Do I need to delegate so that I can feel more on top of things, so that I don’t have 
to rush all the time? What can I do to nourish my body? What a gift that my spirit 
gave you such a concentrated dose of signs, I must be ready for a big, positive 
shift in my life. What are my priorities, what brings me joy?  
 
5. I look in the mirror and I catch myself thinking “you are so fat”.  
 
I turn it around.  
 
“I am beautiful. I love myself. I accept myself. I see the divine in my eyes. Every 
cell of my being is listening to me. I hold myself in the light of love and 
compassion. I speak to myself with kindness. I am worthy of this." 
 
6. I forget about a phone meeting and I catch myself yelling at myself in my 
mind for being so 'stupid and forgetful'.  
 
I turn it around.  
 
I forgive myself and I speak to myself now the way I would speak to my dearest 
friend or child if they forgot something…”I’m human”, "It's okay to make 
mistakes", “Next time I’ll write it down”.  I apologize to the person in a really 
straight forward way. I search for solutions. I search for kindness. I choose to 
believe that even my 'mistakes' are serving and helping me and others in some 
way, even if I can't see it.  
 
 
7. I snap at my children. I catch myself.  
 
I turn it around.  
 
I tune in to what I am feeling and what is really going on. I apologize to them. I 
forgive myself. If I am feeling unsupported or overwhelmed in any way, I look at 
what I can do to shift and heal that, to transform it. I look at what I need to 
surrender and hand up to the divine. In what ways am I pressuring myself? In 
what ways can I bring in compassion, gentleness, kindness and perspective?  
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8. I catch myself saying "I am stupid" or "I am broke" or "I am not good 
enough" or "I am worthless" or "I am overwhelmed" or something else that 
lowers my energy and vibration.  
 
I turn it around.  
 
I remember that I AM is a very powerful statement of creation...when I speak it, I 
am bringing it into being. I turn it around, even if it feels silly, even if I have to do 
it a hundred times. "I am brilliant" or "I am abundant" or "I am amazing" or "I am 
precious and valuable" or "I am unavailable to overwhelm" or "I speak to myself 
with love and kindness. Whatever resonates most and creates expansion within 
me.  
 
Ready. Set. Go! 
 
If anything comes up for you today, any negative thought or judgment, any 
situation...FIRST feel it fully, acknowledge it, show yourself love and 
compassion and then when you're ready to shift it - turn it around...then 
come into our Facebook group and share your turn around with the group if 
you’re feeling courageous. It helps us and others in the most profound ways 
when we are willing to be visible and vulnerable enough to share our process.  

 
We're all in this together. 

 
 

TURNING AROUND NEGATIVE THOUGHTS, BELIEFS OR SITUATIONS 
 

Write down any that rise up into your awareness today  
and explore the possible turn arounds for them.  

As mentioned, this is a different process than the Work of Byron Katie.  
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